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Address Eurostar Concrete Technology S.p.A. 
Via delle Industrie 49 
33050 Pavia di Udine 

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our office and production facility is located south of Udine, in the well Industrialized North-East region of Italy, after three consecutive expansions
presently covers a total area of 11.000 m². Eurostars Planetary Mixers range is able to meet and satisfy the majority of the modern mixing industry
requirements, it being concrete or glass, resin or powders, leading plants manufacturers have selected our product as a standard Planetary Mixer for
their installations in the various industries. In the EUROSTAR GTM series we have placed years of experience in mixing into this superb range of
planetary mixers. Engineered and built specifically to meet the glass industry requirements of efficient mixing.Our technological improvements and
upgrading of the product are a constant part of our policy, with the main objective to always reach the maximum results and efficiency for our
Customers.
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